Stop Roxhill Northampton Gateway (SRNG) responses to Roxhill’s Doc 8.9 Applicant’s
responses to Other Parties’ Deadline 2 submissions (PINS doc TR50006-000983)
and matters raised at ISH2 and others.
(PINS Ref TR050006. SRNG ID 20011012)
ExQ1.0.6:
It appears the traffic, noise and vibration information relating to the aggregates terminal was
available prior to the end of Consultation 2 after all. However, our major concerns are that
these issues should be studied carefully by the ExA in relation to their impact on neighbouring
settlements and the 5 daily aggregates trains, which are heavier and noisier than standard
intermodal trains, should be excluded from meeting the 4+ trains per day required by NPSNN.
They will not achieve the modal shift that policy requires, just a transfer of an existing
operation a few miles up the track.
1. ExQ1.0.9:
The Applicant’s response is incorrect. The principles of EV8 are reflected in the proposed SS2.
The revision merely specifies the principles more clearly. Essentially that means maintaining
the individual identity of towns and villages without any significant loss of open countryside
between them. Clearly Northampton Gateway does not meet this requirement. EV8 is still
valid, as the Local Plan Pt 2 has not yet been adopted and is still subject to change. The
significant point is why would SNC remove the protection of an important local gap for no
apparent reason if its revised policy did not cover it and add to its definition at the same time.
2. ExQ1.0.11:
It makes sense to put offices on a mezzanine to give more working floor space at ground
level. This is a not an uncommon feature in industrial estates. It also seems obvious that
Gazeley have stated ‘up to five’ mezzanines to demonstrate the versatility of the building and
are able to promote the advantages of more than one mezzanine, thus stressing the height of
the building which is similar to those in the Applicant’s proposals. This could increase the
traffic, both HGV and employee, generated by additional mezzanines.
3. ExQ1.0.17:
Roxhill’s Doc 8.8A Appendix 1 describes alternatives considered to alleviate traffic through
Roade. It omits another potential option. There are currently 16,500 2-way daily vehicle
movements on the A508 through Roade. The ONS 2011 census Location of Usual Residence and
Place of Work statistics recorded 20,198 daily vehicle movements between Milton Keynes and
the combined areas of South Northants and Northampton Borough Councils. How many of
these use the A508 may well have been recorded in Roxhill’s traffic monitoring, but are not
published.
M1 J14 is a known bottleneck and avoided by many commuters who would otherwise travel
via M1 J15 if it the bottleneck were remedied. A high proportion of accidents between J15
and J14 that close the motorway occur at Newport Pagnell (NP) services. This suggests an
upgrade is required to resolve. The service area is immediately adjacent to the north-east
corner of the Milton Keynes road infrastructure and has the potential to be upgraded to a
J14A. M1 J13 – 16 is currently being upgraded to 4-lane permanent running, resulting in a
33% capacity increase. The combination of all these factors indicate a strong case for further
work to assess the impact that upgrading the NP service area to a motorway junction would
have on the A508 corridor between J15 and the A5.

We have not argued that a J14A would avoid the necessity to upgrade J15. The SRFI
development should be judged on its merits alone, not on the provision, or not, of a bypass
around Roade. The bypass is intended as mitigation and is a consequence, but not part, of the
proposed SRFI.
A further issue with the bypass, raised in our WR Pt B, para 6.12 – 6.15, is the proposed route
would be the least beneficial for the village. A robust justification does not appear to have
been, nor any consultation, undertaken with regard to the more beneficial eastern route.
4. ExQ1.7.3:
The last sentence in the Applicant’s response confirms the issue. The visual impact cannot be
assessed if the final bund height is not known.
5. ExQ1.8.1:
In Doc 5.2, Appdx 8.5 the figures shown under HGV manoeuvres and loading/unloading
include the aggregates terminal figures with those for the Intermodal Freight Terminal. This is
unsatisfactory, as it gives no indication of the number of HGVs associated with the aggregates
terminal compared with the intermodal terminal. The number, size and frequency of the
aggregates trains is not stated. This is important for understanding the relative scale of the
traffic, and hence noise, it generates compared with other activities. It would appear that
Roxhill are aware that both are greater than the other activities and wish to hide this amongst
the general statistics.
6. EXQ1.8.20:
There is no certainty the new noise reduction proposals will be introduced in 2043 or how
significant the required reduction will be. There would be 22 years between the date the
development is forecast to open (2021) and the new rolling stock being introduced after the
regulations come into force and probably a further 10 years to become effective as old stock
is scrapped or refurbished. This could take us well into the 2050s. This is an unacceptably long
time to expect unmitigated noise to be tolerated.
7. ExQ1.10.6:
The paragraphs in Chapter 3 referred to in the Applicant’s response only cover the
Methodology of Temporal scope and Magnitude of effects.
Referring to the Applicant’s response to this question in Doc 8.2, p138, items iii), iv) and v),
the Applicant states 11,000 people commute out of South Northants and over 5,500 are
claiming benefit in Northampton and Milton Keynes. That there are nearly 1000 current job
vacancies for warehouse operatives in this area indicates that sufficient people with
appropriate skills are not available for existing businesses, let alone for a further c.4,000
predicted for Northampton Gateway. This type of job is obviously not attractive to local job
seekers. With Brexit looming, this situation could worsen if EU nationals currently employed
in the industry return home. DIRFT could be expected to experience a similar problem. It
would be counterproductive to allow two, possibly three, SRFIs competing for similar
numbers of currently non-existent employees. This would doubtless increase competition
with existing local businesses with the attendant impact on their ability to thrive.
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8. ExQ1.11.6:
The ANPR system may well work well in London, but HGVs have restricted access there and
the liability lies with the registered owner not a third party.
Our concerns are two-fold:
i) No information has been made available as to the mechanism for identifying a foreign
lorry turning south along the A508 via J15 and relating it to a particular tenant. To rely on
GPS would require appropriate tracking devices fitted to all HGVs. This is unlikely to be
controllable for foreign vehicles or short-term rental vehicles.
ii) No information has been made available covering cases of closure of the M1 impacting on
the A508 and J15 to the extent that the right-turn barrier is raised. There is no information
on how, and by whom, this would be controlled. With 11 such closures of the M1 in 2017,
this is not an uncommon occurrence. This is likely to lead to unintended consequences
and leaving it up when not required.
9. ExQ1.11.19:
i) The Applicants statement 12.3.10, under heading NPSNN in Appendix 17, quotes NPSNN
paras 2.19, 2.43 and 2.44 all of which are intended to reduce road haulage. Northampton
Gateway may facilitate some modal shift, but only about 20% of freight movements is
forecast to be carried by rail. Indeed, Rail Central has forecast less than 10% (see item 18
below). It is considered that the primary attractions of this location are that it is the
centre of the country’s Strategic Road Network for National Distribution Centres (NDC), ie
road haulage, and, as a result, there is strong demand for NDC warehousing. This is
evidenced by the sheer size of the warehouses proposed as well as the references to 4½
hour drive-times for HGVs.
It is interesting to note the Editor’s independent assessment of the clustering of SRFIs in
the Midlands in the January 2019 edition of Railway Magazine, included with Mrs Lyn
Bird’s Deadline 4 submission Research into Northampton’s Air Quality Management
Area’s (AQMA’s) and the location of Hospitals and GP Surgeries, Appendix ii
ii) 12.3.11: there is obvious misinterpretation of the definition of ‘across the regions’.
‘Regions’ is plural. If it was singular, then Roxhill might have a case. DIRFT is also in this
region and, being larger than the proposed Northampton Gateway and with capacity to at
least 2031, by definition must satisfy the requirement for this region. ‘
iii) 12.3.12 also refers to NPSNN para 2.56 which states there is ”…a compelling need for an
expanded network of SRFIs”, ie not just a network but an expanded network.
Northampton Gateway does not meet this requirement.
iv) 12.3.13: It is notable that the TA goes on to state in para 8.8 that the agreed times for
assessing the development highway impact were the standard peak hours of 08:00-09:00
and 17:00 to 18:00. ES TR App 12.1 – TA App 2 states at para 8.4 that shift patterns create
different peaks and these occur over a 15 minute period either side of the shift change
hours of 06:00 – 14:00 – 22:00. 50% of employees are predicted to be warehouse
employees. That is 1250 for each shift entering and leaving over a half hour period. This
equates to 42 per minute – one every 3 seconds each way. These would have to contend
with the A508 traffic being stopped for pedestrians crossing from the bus stop. This is a
problem resulting from a single site access and reinforces our position stated in our WR Pt
B, Chapter 3.
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10. ExQ1.11.31:
As the 5 aggregate trains-per-day are currently in existence, the corrected aspiration is for 11
standard intermodal trains. Aggregate trains are roughly half the length of standard
intermodal trains and should not be included in the minimum 4 trains per day required by the
NPSNN as they do not bring any new intermodal activity.
PINS ISH2 19.12.18
11. Knock Lane traffic:
Alexander Booth, QC for Northampton Gateway, was incorrect when he claimed at the ExA
ISH2 hearing that the SRNG traffic count on Knock Lane (SRNG WR Pt B para 6.7) were higher
than normal due to rat running caused by road works at the A5 Stony Stratford roundabout.
The SRNG counts were taken in November 2017. The works to the A5 roundabout did not
commence until January 2018, confirmed by Highways England email ref CCC Log 18955516 in
Appdx 1 below.
This means that our Knock Lane figures are more likely to be representative of the current
situation. The increase in traffic in Knock Lane would be over 40% higher during the two peak
hours. The impact on Stoke Rd into Blisworth would be correspondingly higher and, contrary
to the figures quoted in ES TR App 12.1 – TA App 13 para 4.2, would not result in any
reduction in traffic flows, but rather an increase for all peak hour periods over the 2031 D1
Reference case. The impact on the road into Blisworth and the junction with the High Street
would be considerable. Current experience at peak hours illustrates this. The works proposed
in Knock Lane and Stoke Road do not eliminate the basic problem of this narrow, dilapidated
country lane which is not a suitable alternative to Courteenhall Road.
This confirms our contention, as highlighted in our WR Pt B Chapter 2, that there are a
number of instances of flawed traffic modelling in the Northampton Gateway Application.
12. Highways SoCG:
It was mentioned at the ISH2 hearing regarding Knock Lane traffic that an addendum to ES TR
App 12.1 - TA App 13 TN8 A508 Corridor had been issued. The only copy found on the PINS
website is dated 18.01.17. If subsequent figures have been produced these need to be
available for public scrutiny as they may invalidate the Highways SoCG signed with NCC
Highways Authority on 30.07.18.
13. VISSIM modelling:
It was stated at the ISH2 hearing that VISSIM only recognises front axles and explains why two
vehicles can appear to be in the same space at the same time. This must mean that
technically some are in the same space at the same time as the software is unable to identify
the length of each individual vehicle. This is important as an HGV cab as much as 6 times the
length of a car. This confirms our contentions stated in our Deadline 2 Response to
Applicant’s Doc 8.7 SRNG Pt B, para 3 that it would be unsafe to rely solely upon this software
for assessing the safe performance of such a critical junction.
Dr John Davies, an experienced expert in visual simulations, has expressed the same views.
See his Reply to RR-742 – Roxhill Doc 8.3 (PINS Doc 989)
Is this a case of the client having to accept the perceived superior technical advice of a
supplier of complex software algorithms?
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14. GRIP levels
It was stated at the ISH2 hearing that Northampton Gateway has only reached GRIP 2 and
claimed that this is sufficient at this stage.
A S51 advice letter published on 21 Feb 2017 on the PINS website for Rail Central states With
the above in mind, the critical consideration for a developer is to seek to provide an Examining
Authority (ExA) with sufficient information and detail for them to be able to understand and
assess the impacts of a scheme; if an ExA was unable to do this there would be a high risk that
they could not recommend that consent be granted for that scheme. GRIP stage 3 relates to
option selection, and GRIP stage 4 relates to single option development. If a developer had not
reached a conclusion with Network Rail on a single option development (GRIP stage 4) this
could present a greater high risk approach, as it could complicate the ExA’s ability to assess
the potential impacts of the scheme.
(https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/east-midlands/rail-centralstrategic-rail-freight-interchange/?ipcsection=advice&ipcadvice=fa85cd29e0). It would
appear that PINS have already considered this in the light of two simultaneous SRFI proposals
coming forward adjacent to each other and concluded that the achievement of any stage
below GRIP 4 would be unsafe in these circumstances. The fact that two adjacent SRFIs are
being proposed simultaneously is a unique situation and must mean that the risks of them
failing to achieve Government objectives are considerably increased. That the ExA requested
an explanation of the GRIP process suggests that they may not have been fully aware of the
implications of not achieving GRIP 4.
We are surprised that Network Rail was not required to attend ExA hearings when they are an
essential component of the final decision. This allows statements, such as the above example,
to go unchallenged.
Others:
15. Woodleys:
We reported a number of accidents on the A508 outside the Woodley’s Day Nursery in our
WR Pt B, para 7.8. Further accidents have occurred since then on these bends, including a
fatality, and resulted in new electronic signage warning of ‘tight bends’ and additional
temporary roadside warning triangles being placed before the bends on either side of
Woodley’s. On 3/12/18 a car crossed the carriageway and landed on its roof in the ditch
demolishing hedge and bushes. On 4/12/18 a multi-car accident on these bends resulted in a
fatality. This reinforces the need to improve safety on these bends, especially for parents and
youngsters entering and leaving Woodley’s Day Nursery at peak hours. It is only a question of
time before a child is involved in an accident here. Please see our WR Pt B, para 7.8
16. Footpath RZ3:
We are concerned to see in DCO Application Doc 2.3D of 24.04.18 the lack of a safe crossing
via a bridge or underpass across the proposed Bypass for footpath RZ3 which will have an
unmitigated impact. It is forecast that in excess of 20,000 vehicles would use the A508 bypass
daily by 2031. The potential danger resulting from this significant increase is likely to deter
walkers, especially with dogs, the young and/or the less mobile. This effectively would result
in the circular walk KZ10, RZ1, RZ2, RZ3, KZ9 to KZ18 with options to return to KZ10 or other
parts of the village being, at best, disrupted or, at worst, no longer possible for many.
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17. Intermodal traffic
Mr Nick Gallup of Intermodality, rail adviser to Rail Central, remarked at an open meeting that
about 10% of traffic generated by Rail Central would be carried by rail and that this is the
norm for SRFIs. This is supported by a letter dated 14.07.17 from Rail Central (see Appendix 2
below) which indicates that of 9,365 daily HGV movements generated by the site only 730
would be moved by rail (7.8%). This includes a forecast of 400 HGV movements that remain
within the site and would result in the remaining 8,606 HGV movements having no
connection with rail freight. This is a colossal impact for the local road network to bear and
hardly represents modal shift on the scale one should expect from a Strategic RFI.
18. Cumulative impact:
The Highways SoCG Doc 8.5, para 3.8 states The NSTM2 provides an appropriate basis for the
cumulative impacts of the proposed Development in combination with other defined
committed and allocated land uses and infrastructure schemes to be assessed. Both the
baseline and forecast NSTM2 models are approved as fit for assessing proposed development
traffic impacts. Roxhill’s Scoping Report included a commitment to assess the cumulative
impact of Rail Central (5.1.13 – 15) but has not availed themselves of the offer from
Northamptonshire Highways Authority (NCC LHA) to run the traffic modelling through the
NSTM2 in conjunction with the Rail Central data. This is obviously a concern for the Highways
Authority who considers that It would be unacceptable in highways terms therefore to permit both
sites without such an assessment having been undertaken, and the appropriate mitigation being
secured to mitigate the cumulative impacts. (See our WR Pt B, para 8.6.2).

Doc 5.2 ES TR App 12.2 TN12, para 2.3 notes that as the DfT Circular 02/2013 only requires
committed and allocated schemes to be considered this was not included for Rail Central in
Northampton Gateway’s cumulative traffic assessment. This suggests that the cumulative
traffic assessment proposed by NCC LHA would produce a different outcome. The fact that
Northampton Gateway is ahead of Rail Central by several months in the examination process
indicates that this needs to be resolved prior to the ExA making its recommendations to the
Secretary of State.
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APPENDIX 1
From: Howland, David [mailto:David.Howland@highwaysengland.co.uk]
Sent: 31 December 2018 10:37
To: ‘Alastair Inglis’
Cc: Area 7 Enquiries; Sharp, Rhian; Wagstaff, Simon; Bourke, Jason; ‘Paul Devine’
Subject: CCC Log 18955516. Information request A5 Old Stratford Roundabout.

Alastair
In response to your query of 20th December regarding the aforementioned scheme I
can advise on the following:
The works effectively commenced on 8th January 2018 and were ongoing until 19th
October 2018.
Main works were undertaken using lane closures on the roundabout and occaisional
road closures of roads approaching the interchange. All these works took place during
off peak hours (20:00hrs-06:00hrs) on week days. There were a number of phased
closures on the roundabout itself for resurfacing work which took place between May
and July. All these works were undertaken at weekends only, from 20:00hrs on Friday
until 06:00 on Monday. There were no weekday closures during daytime hours for any
part of this scheme.
Please be advised that further works have to be undertaken to complete this project
which are being planned for early in 2019 at dates to be agreed. These works will be
notified in advance and will be carried out under similar constraints to those previously
advised for the main scheme operations.
I trust this answers your queries. If you require further information please do not
hesitate to contact me on this email address.
Regards
David Howland IEng FIHE
Construction Project Manager.
Highways England | Pytchley Office (East Midlands) | Pegasus Court | Kettering South
Business Park | Kettering | NN15 6XS

Tel: Mobile: + 44 (0) 7740 513007
Web: http://www.highways.gov.uk
This email may contain information which is confidential and is intended only for use of
the recipient/s named above. If you are not an intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any copying, distribution, disclosure, reliance upon or other use of the
contents of this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error,
please notify the sender and destroy it.
Highways England Company Limited | General enquiries: 0300 123 5000
|National Traffic Operations Centre, 3 Ridgeway, Quinton Business Park,
Birmingham B32 1AF | https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/highwaysengland | info@highwaysengland.co.uk
Registered in England and Wales no 9346363 | Registered Office: Bridge House, 1
Walnut Tree Close, Guildford, Surrey GU1 4LZ
Consider the environment. Please don’t print this e-mail unless you really need to.
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